AGENDA

Touchstone Customer Update
09:00 – 09:30
09:30 – 10:00

ARRIVAL & REGISTRATION Tea, coffee & pastries upon arrival
WELCOME & INTRODUCTION

TouchstoneFMS Sales and Marketing Director David Singh, will give an
update on Touchstone including highlights of the previous year and new
customer initiatives.

Session 1

INFOR UPDATE

Session 2

SUNSYSTEMS 6.3 CE (CLOUD EDITION)

Session 3

SUNSYSTEMS 6.4 & Q&A 11.2

11:00 - 11.30

REFRESHMENT BREAK

Session 4

SUNSYSTEMS ROADMAP 2019 & BEYOND

Session 5

INFOR OS (Operating Service)

Session 6

INFOR EAM (Enterprise Asset Management)

Session 7

Tim Szabronski, Channel Partner Manager will give an update on Infor
including highlights of the previous year and key messages for the
customer community.
Over the past 18 months Infor have been investing time and effort in
getting SunSystems Cloud Ready, the first version publicly available in the
Infor Cloud is version 6.3. See SunSystems 6.3 working in the Infor Cloud
within the Infor OS environment. You’ll also learn about SunSystems
Cloudsuite the full multi-tenant version, planned for release at the end of 2019.
The latest versions of SunSystems & Q&A are due for release in April, it’s
been almost 2 years in development and this is your chance to see them
both in action and understand the new features and functions and the
benefits to the user.

Having seen SunSystems 6.4, what’s next? Infor will share with us their early
thoughts and outline plans for SunSystems & Q&A for the next 2 years.
Digital Transformation is happening. In this session we will give you a
reminder of what Infor OS is, what it does and why we feel it should be
underpinning your Digital Transformation.
An introduction to this market leading solution that provides comprehensive
functionality for any asset intensive organisation needing optimum uptime
and performance from their plant and equipment or any business which
manages a large estate of assets.

PORTS OF JERSEY
We will round off the morning with a look at how one organisation has
embraced Digital Transformation with Infor’s technology and applications
and is benefitting from implementing Infor OS, SunSystems, EAM and d/EPM

12.30

OPEN FORUM & SUMMARY

13.00

LUNCH

